Menu
Here are some examples and ideas of some
foods that you can offer in Grab & Go, held
fresh and tasty ready to sell

Bakery

Poultry and Meats

Hold bakery treats warm, choc chip muffins, donuts,
chocolate croissants, maple pecan plait, ham and
cheese croissant, quiche and more.

Supermarket roast BBQ chickens in bags or domes
and cooked meats all hold for hours without over
cooking or stewing in the bag

Pies and Sausage Rolls

Fried Foods

Wrapped, unwrapped, custom packed – all your
savoury bakery favourites, meat pies, sausage rolls,
pasties and more

Chips are a favourite of everyone and now you can
extend hold times in a grab and go, as well as any
fried items like chicken, wedges, hash browns, samosas, dim sims and more

Pizza

Soups and Porridges

Single slices to full size pizzas. In standard pizza
boxes or ask us about packaging to hold single serves

Any kind of wet / liquid food types, soups,
porridges, broth, noodles and more will hold at
consistent temperatures

Pasta & Curry Dishes

Baguettes and Toasties

Spaghetti Bolognese, Mac & Cheese, lasagne, basil
pesto gnocchi, butter chicken, rogan josh are just
some examples of foods that will hold without over
cooking or drying out

Balance freshness, crispness of the toastie without
drying out can be a challenge, but we can hold all
kinds of toasties, tuna melts, egg and bacon muffins,
subs and rolls, burritos and wraps.

Steamed

“

Dumplings, steamed pork buns, bao buns, corn and
vegetables
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Our customers all share
one passion… to serve hot
food-to-go, as fresh as the
moment it was made.

”

Fried Food

Pies &
Sausage Rolls

Each zone has its own independent temperature control, so it can
be set for optimum conditions to suit various products or switched
off in quiet times saving energy
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